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GOSPEL AS METANARRATIVE
A Gospel is many things but above all it is a particular kind of story. It is a story that describes how
the universe really operates and therefore gives you a guide as to how you should live in it. This kind
of story is known as a “meta-narrative”.
The early church recognised that there are various versions of this story that actually enrich the
church as a whole despite their differences and because of them. So they found no contradiction in
traditionally naming each of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John a “gospel” despite their obvious
differences in content. Yet the name Gospel (or evangel in anglicized Greek) literally meant a
message of ‘good news’; usually associated in Roman circles with the announcement of a change of
Emperor.
But the link that I would like to make explicit today is this; whatever type of Gospel/meta-narrative
you hold will determine what you think the purpose of the church is, and consequently effect what
your think successful Christian formation is.
I will first examine how the Gospels of Matthew, John, Luke and Paul function in this link of Gospel,
Church and formation. In doing this I hope to help you work on the question of what kind of Gospel
meta-narrative finds its place in your heart and drives your ministry. Perhaps in becoming more selfaware you may help others in leadership to name and claim what kind of story that inspires them.
Secondly, I would like to spend some time deconstructing some other narratives of Church that are
competing for this space. These other Gospels arise from interaction with particular cultures at
particular times and produce different types of culturally adapted churches while simultaneously
redefining Christian formation.
Finally, I would like to challenge you and your Church Leadership to undertake the necessary
challenge of making explicit your angle on the Gospel meta-narrative, so that you may develop good
vision, good spiritual discernment and good practices of Christian formation and evangelism.
GOSPEL CHURCH FORMATION
We will examine this pattern; a Gospel creates a style of Church and creates a measure of what
successful Christian formation looks like.
Often a Gospel will have a key verse that will summarise the overall story. I will seek to use these in
each of the following.
Matthew. Education
The key verse in Matthew is found at the end in a summary of everything that came before as well
as an explicit “therefore” in verse 19 to refer to everything that must come after;
16

Then the eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain where Jesus had told them to
go. 17 When they saw him, they worshiped him; but some doubted. 18 Then Jesus came to them
and said, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. 19 Therefore go and
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make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in
the name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit, 20 and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you. And surely I
am with you always, to the very end of the age.”
(Mt 28 NIV)
Several themes from Matthew are immediately picked
up in the words of the risen Christ:
•

•

•

The authority and salvation of Christ which was
focussed on the Jewish nation at the start of the
story is now for all people groups. The resulting
church must be highly mobile as it is set on a
trajectory of intercultural openness and activity driven by the living presence of the Christ.
The resulting Christian formation is centred on the concept of disciples. In Matthew the
disciples are those who have left everything to undertake a lifelong apprenticeship to Jesus.
This apprenticeship is seen as continuing with the risen Christ but is made Trinitarian in
baptism.
Lastly we find what is most unique to Matthew; “teaching them everything I have
commanded you”. This phrase alone would compel the church to see itself as providing a set
curriculum within a teaching paradigm. However there is no place for a disciple who learns
the teaching but does not put it into practice. Mt 7:15-27.

The Matthean Gospel seems to be wanting to produce a Church that is Christ centred, highly mobile
and strongly education focussed. A successfully formed Christian in this Gospel is one who
understands and lives the full teachings of Jesus.
John: Relationship
John tells us exactly why he felt it necessary to write his Gospel:
30

Jesus performed many other signs in the presence of his disciples, which are not recorded in
this book. 31 But these are written that you may believe that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of
God, and that by believing you may have life in his name. (John 20 NIV)
John is true to his intention. He has only a few carefully
selected stories in his Gospel compared to the others. Most of
them before chapter 12 are encounters with Jesus in which a
person must figure out who Jesus is. When they do, the
reaction is joy and worship (e.g. Samaritan woman in chapter
4, and the man born blind in chapter 9). The transformation
that happens when a person does respond in faith and love to
Jesus is an encounter with the Holy Spirit that is so deep it is
likened to being “born again/from above”. This choice for
Jesus is also a moral choice for ‘light’ over darkness, and is
matched by those who reject Jesus as preferring moral
darkness over light in John 3:17. John backs this up by
frequently talking about Jesus’ commands but surprises the
reader by only ever mentioning one command; to love one
another as Christ has loved us. (Jn 13:31)
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John maintains this steady focus on the person of Jesus by telling miracle stories that are called
“signs”. These indicate the person standing in front of them, Jesus, is the Son of God. Jesus himself
continues this focus on his person by centring his teaching on the 7 “I am” sayings which take on an
explicitly divine character in Jn 8:58. John is a densely written and highly constructed Gospel but it is
also very simple. If you receive the person of Jesus you are transformed in life giving ways.
The sort of Church that this Gospel produces should be a Church that is highly focused on the
personal presence of Jesus. It will set itself up to allow that to happen with whatever tools are
appropriate in the culture that church happens to find itself. One can’t help but think of Celtic
monasticism and Hillsong in this context. This type of church is relational and loving. A Christian that
is successfully formed by this church has a personal loving relationship with God that overflows into
personal loving relationships with others. In church community that love is mutual.
Luke. Justice and Compassion.
Luke defines the role of Jesus and what sort of story his Gospel will be in an explicit announcement
at the start of Jesus’ ministry;
18

“The Spirit of the Lord is on me,
because he has anointed me
to proclaim good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the
prisoners
and recovery of sight for the blind,
to set the oppressed free,
19
to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour.”
Jesus is claiming that with his ministry a new reality is
unfolding across the whole cosmos. The old injustices of
oppressor and oppressed and of rich and poor will be
overthrown. The first shall be last and the last shall be first.
It is immediately obvious that Jesus acts this out in his ministry by giving dignity and restoration back
to every marginalized person he comes across. Lepers, prostitutes, and tax collectors are either
sought out or become his dining companions in a way that everyone understands as acceptance and
inclusion. Forgiveness, won on the cross is still important in Luke’s Gospel but Jesus actions towards
others applies this as if it has already happened.
“This is what is written: The Messiah will suffer and rise from the dead on the third day, 47 and
repentance for the forgiveness of sins will be preached in his name to all nations, beginning at
Jerusalem. (Lk 24 NIV)

The Lukan parables focus on those who are lost and desperately missed by a God who either comes
searching or is overwhelmed with joy at their return. But the justice aspect is emphasised with
Luke’s version of the beatitudes which is now blessings on the poor, the hungry, those who weep,
and those who are reviled, and a corresponding set of woes to those who in the presence of the
miserable, enjoy wealth, banqueting, happiness and respectability.
The Church that is produced from a Lukan form of the Gospel will likely be active in seeking out
those on the bottom of the social heap and will welcome them into the new reality that Jesus the
risen Christ now presides over. This Church will be strongly inclusive and relational.
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This church community will know when someone has been successfully formed as a Christian when
they join in at the margins and open their hearts to those who know misery. The formational
method will most likely be focussed on learning by doing.

Paul. Transformed.
The closest Paul came to setting out his meta-narrative/ Gospel is the book of Romans but for most
of his letters he is referring to it in bits and pieces to argue for particular practical outcomes. He
assumes they already know it well from when he taught it to them the first time. Nevertheless, it
also worth noting that Paul develops his Gospel over the lifetime shown in his letters. So I choose
from among the many possibilities his quick summary of his Gospel in 2 Corinthians 5 as a
condensed example of what he believes the Gospel is and what he believes it is meant to achieve.
14

For Christ’s love compels us, because we are convinced that one died for all, and therefore all
died. 15 And he died for all, that those who live should no longer
live for themselves but for him who died for them and was raised
again.

There is a strong relational theme that leads to a transformation of
lifestyle. Paul follows a familiar theme of Christ’s love taking the
initiative to bring about change; Grace. This single loving act upon
the cross changes two things;
1. It brings reconciliation with God as Paul makes explicit in
verse 19 “God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ,
not counting people’s sins against them.” And,
2. This new relationship of love with God brings about a change of heart, purpose and priorities
a person’s life; “no longer live for themselves but for him …”
Romans discusses these themes in three sections where chapters 1-5 focus on the first of these
themes, and Romans 6-8 addresses the second. Here we find described the inner personal dynamic
of having one’s life transformed from a self-focus (slavery to sin, flesh, wages of sin is death) to a
Christ focus (freedom, live according to the Spirit, raised
to new life, a bond with God that cannot separated by
anything in all creation). The change from one mode of
life to another is symbolized by baptism which itself is
seen as mysteriously joining us with Jesus’ death and
resurrection; we die to the old life and are raised to the
new with the aid of Holy Spirit just as with Jesus’
resurrection. The Spirit stays within us to continue the
process of transformation because the sinful side of our
nature is fatally weakened but not gone. (Galatians 5:13-25) The transformation process is a
lifetime’s work and not completed in this lifetime. (2Cor. 3:17-18)
Paul describes the new life as a response in light of all the love that has been showered upon us in
Christ;
1

Therefore, I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies as a living
sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship. 2 Do not conform to the
pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test
and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will. (Rom 12:1-2 NIV)
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Paul sees the new life as essentially communal. The church community is compared to a body with
diversity of parts and unity of purpose because Christ is the head (1Cor.12). The new life is described
as “free” but this does not mean aimless. It is always subject to the ultimate test of God’s will; that
which is loving (1Cor. 13).
It would be fair to say that the new life is birthed in God’s love, is empowered by the love of the
Spirit, to live a life of love, which is ultimately bound for a future of love, faith, and hope.
The sort of Church which is formed by this form of Gospel is a church that is always on a personal
and communal journey to grow deeper in the ways of love; both to God and to all. This church is
always aware that there is an alternative reality at work in the “world” and within the heart (“sinful
nature”) that would drag one back to ‘living for themselves’. This type of church encourages the way
of love while being clear about what must be overcome within the heart and in society; the way of
self and the way of the world.
This church knows it is successful in forming a Christian when they see that person working to be
transformed in heart and mind, and joining with the church community to live the way of love in the
wider community. This is shown in loving actions including telling the Gospel story about Jesus which
invites others to accept God’s love and join in.
In Summary
Gospel focus
Education

(Matthew)

Relationship
(John)
Justice & Compassion (Luke)
Transformation

(Paul)

Resulting Church
Curriculum
Spiritual Encounters
Inclusive presence at the
Margins
Encouraging Change & Love

Christian Formed
Obedient to Christ and well
informed
Mystical and relational
Join in. Learning by doing.
Reflective journey, relational &
loving, evangelistic.

When you ask the question about how these different Gospels will interact with four of the
contemporary tools of Christian formation that churches use it might look like this:
Gospel focus

Worship

Eucharist

Small Group

Involve in
Mission Activity
Once well
grounded

Education

(Matthew)

Preaching
the Word

Once well
grounded

Bible Study

Relationship

(John)

Spiritual
Encounters

Straight
away

Worship
central

Justice & Compassion (Luke)

Inclusive

Inclusive
even of
non-faith

Fresh
Expressions

Join in straight
away

Transformation

Encouraging
Change &
Love

Reflective
&
relational

Life groups.
Focus on
living

According to
maturity

(Paul)
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Activity: Most of us do not get our meta-narrative/ Gospel from a single source, nor do we only
receive it from the Scriptures. How would you phrase the “Gospel” that inspires your heart and
activity?
Are you self-aware in this regard? If you struggle with this task perhaps you can “reverse engineer”
to find out what sort of Gospel motivates you by asking yourself what kinds of Christian activity/
church activity give you energy and life?
OTHER GOSPELS
Other versions or part versions of the Gospel are competing in this space. Some of these did not
start out this way but have evolved into the following.
Truncated Conservative Evangelical Gospel
This occurs in many different forms but at its worst it is
loosely based on Paul seen through the eyes of the
Reformation and Western individualism. This Gospel takes
the first of Paul’s themes, Forgiveness for past sins based
on faith in the effectiveness of Jesus’ death. The saved
soul will then be ok on Judgement Day. Unfortunately, it is
a bit light on about what the Christian is meant to do for
the rest of their life other than share this message so that
other people need not fear life after death. The focus is on
getting people to pray the prayer of commitment at which
point they pass from the unsaved to the saved. The
Church that focussed on this Gospel is interested in souls,
the afterlife, convincing non-Christians of their doom and
getting a commitment either at rallies or one on one. The
world will not survive the Judgement and so is of little
interest.
Modern Liberal (as opposed to post-modern)
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries saw the rise of modern Liberal theology. This theology
sought to take seriously the insights of the Enlightenment that saw the application of Reason and
the Scientific method as the way to rid society of superstition and others deceptions that either
could be used by powers to bolster their social position (eg Kingship) or kept people in ignorance of
the ‘real’ world. This application of reason, applied “objectively”, would enable one to find the truth
about reality. This was before post-modernism suggested there is no objective Truth only subjective
truths. Many theologians sought to apply this method to the Bible and rid it of the accretions of
superstition defined as anything miraculous. The challenge then became how the ‘real’ Gospel story
should be told undiluted by the early churches superstitions; the story concealed within the story.
The problem was sharply focused on the issue of how God interacts with the humanity (if at all) if
God can’t act ‘supernaturally’ in the rational universe. In other words, what is the new point of the
Gospel story? What is it meant to produce in regards to Church and what sort of Christian is it meant
to produce?
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The two main types of Gospel this endeavour produced were those that located God’s influence
solely in the inner workings of the person (conscience-Kant, mystic-Bultmann, psychological balanceTillich, existential- Kierkegaard, etc.) or those that located God’s activity in love of neighbour and/or
social activism (like the Social Gospel or in like identification
with those who suffer Moltmann, and Liberation Gospel).
(Pardon the gross oversimplifications but I am more interested
in the trend over 200 years than the detail.) This has
developed in the Uniting Church into a deep love of Social
Justice.
One must ask what sort of Church does this modern liberal
endeavour produce and what sort of Christian formation is
sought? I can only speak from a Uniting Church Victoria
perspective. The positive heritage of generations of this
approach has been church communities that get involved in
their communities in the name of love. The negative heritage is;
•
•

•
•

•

A preoccupation with faith as rational ascent to
acceptable statements about God and world.
A persistent belief that the Bible should never be
trusted at face value. The real story is obscured but
experts may help us find it.
Dismissive of forms of spiritual practice, particularly prayer.
The average person in the pew does not know how the Gospel meta-narrative goes; there is
almost no part of it that has not been dismissed as nonsense over the generations beginning
with the resurrection, continuing with the ‘real meaning’ of Good Friday and continuing into
the true nature of the incarnation.
Therefore there is no clarity about why anyone should become a Christian; what is a
Christian anyway? Evangelism is non-existent.

Postmodern Liberal and Emerging Evangelical
It may seem strange to see these two together but I believe that there has been some strange
convergences that may have much to do with cultural influence. A post-modern culture is happy
with multiple, even contradictory approaches as long as it takes place in an atmosphere of mutual
respect. So the arrogance of being the only correct approach that so strongly defines “Modern”
Liberal and “Modern Evangelical approaches is much diminished.
Secondly, both have rediscovered the importance of letting the Scriptural stories speak for
themselves. Liberal theologies are less interested in finding the “true” story behind the story and
now value narrative theology; and Evangelical theologies are less obsessive about historical
verifiability and harmonising different accounts and more focussed on the wisdom that different
Biblical theologies and versions of the same story have to offer.
Thirdly, there is a re-embracing of the mystical aspect of life alongside a new validation of spiritual
practice in liberal approaches. Simultaneously, the new openness of emerging evangelicals to other
traditions and approaches has meant a rediscovery of past spiritual practices. Both have
rediscovered Celtic spirituality at the same time for different reasons! A sustaining personal
connection to God however that is conceived is now central.
Traditional Church
7

In this meta-narrative, the nation is a Christian nation. All that is needed to maintain the Christian
morality of the nation is for churches to exist in such quantities around the nation that every baby
can be baptised and brought up in the basics of the Christian faith. In colonial Australia, that meant
that the pioneering settlers had to get enough Christian people
together to start a church. The quantity of people mattered in
Australia because the congregation had to pay for everything. You
needed enough people with enough money to pay for three
things:
1. A church building located locally
2. A minister/preacher/pastor/priest
3. A worship service
The mission of the church was to create a church (as defined by
those three things). It produced good citizens = good Christians.
You knew if a person was a Christian because they went to a
worship service (and preferably had membership of some sort). Evangelism was irrelevant because
all you were really trying to do is get non-attending Christians to attend a worship service. Success as
a church is linked to attendance at the worship service.
This Gospel has no essential mission beyond taking care of the church’s own continued existence. It
is obsessively focussed on worship services. It requires a Minister to lead the worship services and
take care of the local members through life’s struggles. Success is achieved when a Church has
enough money to afford a full time Minister which they don’t have to share with anyone else. It is
also deeply connected to its building as a sign of its success. It is deeply connected to locality and is
totally indifferent to the well-being or otherwise of churches in other localities.
Church Leadership, Deconstructing, and Spiritual Discernment
What happens if you try to teach a different Gospel/ meta-narrative when there is one already there
that is commanding the hearts, minds and actions of the church
community? It is like trying to build blindly on top of what is already
there. My experience in Ministry has taught me that this is always the
case. There are no “blank sheets” waiting in the Churches of this
nation. Everyone has multiple meta-narratives and several of the
above versions of the Gospels competing for supremacy. Many are
leftover Gospels designed for the context of another culture and time.
This can be so, for both individuals and church communities.
Therefore it is vital for the Church Leadership of a congregation/s to:
1. Collectively discern their angle/s on the Gospel
2. Collectively learn how to deconstruct what is already there in
the life of their church and whether it needs keeping or
exposing.
3. Reconstruct how you think your church should look like given
what your leadership believes about the Gospel. Included in
this is how you think Christian formation might function given all the different approaches
and tools that could be used.
I offer the following exercise to aid with “2”.
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Activity: Reverse Engineering
1. Look at how Christian formation and development is done in your church. Is it possible to
deduce from this practice what sort of Gospel your church actually believes? Does it aim at
education? Transformation? Spiritual practice? Hospitality and inclusion? Becoming
missional? Etc. Describe it.
2. Do the same exercise thinking about the shape and structures of your church? What does
your church ‘produce’, and on what is most time and resources spent?

I believe that the single greatest source of confusion in the life of our churches is that we don’t know
how the Gospel story goes anymore. And therefore, we are uncertain what our church is there for;
how it fits into the Gospel meta-narrative. And thus, we are uncertain about what we are asking
interested non-Christians to commit to; and this explains the universal silence of churches when it
comes to evangelism.
I commend every Church leader to get their story straight in their head and their heart. In this way,
we may begin to meet the challenge of finding ourselves in a very different cultural context for what
our current forms church were designed for. But everything in order. The Gospel comes first.
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